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1: Operation Trojan Horse von John Keel (Paperback) â€“ Lulu DE
Keel's best-known book is "The Mothman Prophecies" owing to the Richard Gere movie, but "Operation Trojan Horse" is
his best work, period. Read more.

Hidden in some UFO communications a message has been found that reveals their true hidden agenda for
planet Earth! These quotations, taken as a sum, show the true nature of the phenomenon. Title of Chapter 1, p.
As soon as I had organized the sightings by dates, the first significant pattern became apparent. This was that
sightings tended to collect around specific days of the week. Wednesday had the greatest number of sightings,
and these were usually reported between the hours of 8 to 11 P. Instead we find that the greatest number of
sightings are reported on Wednesday, and then they slowly taper off through the rest of the week. The lowest
number occurs on Tuesday. By carefully studying the geographical locations of the reported sightings during
these flaps, we came upon another puzzling factor. The reports seemed to cluster within the boundaries of
specific states. Cross-state sightings are not as common as the skeptics would like to believe. If the UFOs are
actually machines of some sort, their pilots seem to be familiar not only with our calendar but also with the
political boundaries of our states. They not only concentrate their activities on Wednesday nights, they also
carefully explore our states methodically from border to border. Does this sound like the work of Martians or
extraterrestrial strangers? Until the fall of , a simple pattern seems to have emerged: Less densely populated
areas had a higher ratio of sightings than heavily populated sections. If this were a purely psychological
phenomenon, then there should be more reports in the more densely populated areas. Instead, the reverse has
been true. When they do happen to be observed on the ground, it is either by accident or design. And usually
they take off the moment they have been discovered, or they inexplicably disappear into thin air! Already we
can arrive at one disturbing conclusion based upon these basic factors of behavior. They come in the dead of
night, operating in areas where the risks of being observed are slight. They pick the middle of the week for
their peak activities, and they confine themselves rather methodically to the political boundaries of specific
states at specific times. All of this smacks uneasily of a covert military operation, a secret buildup in remote
areas. The scope, frequency, and distribution of the sightings make the popular extraterrestrial interplanetary
hypothesis completely untenable. Air Force intelligence teams realized early in the game that it would be
logistically impossible for any foreign power, or even any extraterrestrial source, to maintain such a huge
force of flying machines in the Western Hemisphere without suffering an accident which would expose the
whole operation, or without producing patterns which would reveal their bases. There was never any real
question about the reliability of the witnesses. Pilots, top military men, and the whole crews of ships had seen
unidentified flying objects during World War II and had submitted excellent technical reports to military
intelligence. The real problem remained: What had these people seen? The general behaviour of the objects
clearly indicated that they were paraphysical i. They were clocked at incredible speeds within the atmosphere
but did not produce sonic booms. They performed impossible maneuvers which defied the laws of inertia.
They appeared and disappeared suddenly, like ghosts. If you are not familiar with the massive,
well-documented occult and religious literature, his words may be incomprehensible to you. In essence, he
means that the UFO phenomenon is actually a staggering cosmic put-on; a joke perpetrated by invisible
entities who have always delighted in frightening, confusing, and misleading the human race. The activities of
these entities have been carefully recorded throughout history, and we will be leaning heavily on those
historical records in this book. UFOs and Related Subjects: In preparing this work, the senior bibliographer,
Miss Lynn E. Catoe, actually read thousands of UFO articles, books, and publications. In her preface to this
page book she states: A large part of the available UFO literature is closely linked with mysticism and the
metaphysical. It deals with subjects like mental telepathy, automatic writing, and invisible entities, as well as
phenomena like poltergeist manifestations and possession. The real UFO story must encompass all of the
many manifestations being observed. It is a story of ghosts and phantoms and strange mental abberations; of
an invisible world which surrounds us and occasionally engulfs us; of prophets and prophecies, and gods and
demons. It is a world of illusion and hallucination where the unreal seems very real, and where reality itself is
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distorted by strange forces which can seemingly manipulate space, time, and physical matterâ€”forces which
are almost entirely beyond our powers of comprehension. There are now well-documented cases of people
being seriously injured, even killed, by flying saucers. Many flying saucers seem to be nothing more than a
disguise for some hidden phenomenon. They are like Trojan horses descending into our forests and farmfields,
promising salvation and offering us the splendor of some great supercivilization in the sky. The World of
Illusion. Title of Chapter 3, p. Fires of undetermined origin erupt suddenly throughout UFO flap areas. A
community suddenly beset with fifteen or twenty major fires within the short span of a week or two seems to
produce more UFO sightings in that same period than a place with no fires. The occultists have always called
this radiation the aura. There have been many peopleâ€”mediums and sensitivesâ€”who have claimed that
they could actually see this human aura. What has the aura got to do with flying saucers? Perhaps a good deal.
Many contactees have been told that they were selected because of their aura. Occultists have long claimed
that each person is surrounded by an aura which reveals his spiritual state. Still others have claimed that the
ufonauts simply walked through the sides of their craft like ghosts. The hard seemingly solid objects are
another problem. Bullets have been fired at them and have ricocheted off. They sometimes leave imprints on
the ground where they land. If they are the product of a superior intelligence with an advanced technology,
they seem to be suffering from faulty workmanship. Since there have been hundreds of reports in which lone
witnesses have stumbled onto grounded hard objects being repaired by their pilots. In flight, they have an
astounding habit of losing pieces of metal. They seem to be ill-made, always falling apart, frequently
exploding in midair. The pattern was a classic of carefully planned confusion and deception. Some researchers
point to as proof that we were being visited by Martians or Venusians at that time. This not only seems
unlikely; in view of these stories it seems impossible. No, there has to be another answer to all of this. But
neither do the Martians and Venusians. Whoever was involved in these activities knew precisely what they
were doing, and they set up a careful smokescreen to cover their real activities. The other objects, the real
vehicles to be employed in this operation, would carefully remain aloof. Thousands saw it and became
convinced, but millions read all of these conflicting tales and remained skeptical. Obviously, to the
uninformed reader of , there was only one airship and it was experimentalâ€”it was always breaking down
somewhere. But what were those great, multilighted forms hurtling back and forth across the sky every night?
Oh, just the airship. Where were they going? Where were they coming from? Well, they were built by a secret
inventor in Nebraskaâ€”or Tennesseeâ€”or Iowaâ€”or Boston. And why have they chosen to go back there
again and again ever since? The Wednesday phenomenon is quite evident in the historical events as well as in
the contemporary sightings. A disproportionate number of UFO events seem to be concentrated on
Wednesdays and Saturdays, particularly the landing and contact cases. The frequency of the
Wednesday-Saturday events immediately removes the phenomenon from a framework of chance or
coincidence. Rappaport, the following statement appears: They lodge in trees, caper bushes, in gardens,
vineyards, in ruined and desolate houses, and dirty places. To go alone into such places is dangerous, and the
eves of Wednesday and Saturday were considered dangerous times. Agrath [daughter of the she-demon
Makhlath] commands hosts of evil spirits and demons and rides in a big chariot. Her power is paramount on
Wednesdays and Saturdays, Unearthly beams of light; sudden automobile failures; disturbing lapses of time
and memory; all of these are common-place minor elements in our UFO puzzle. The thousands of sightings of
phantom dirigibles and mysterious airplanes from to provide us with a substantial body of evidence which
indicates that the phenomenon is actually flexible and that it tailors itself to adopt acceptable forms for the
time periods in which it operates. Or no real shapes at all. They ended up with 12 very different basic objects.
From the thousands of reports compiled since then, it is obvious that there may be 1, or 12,, different types.
The 12 objects described in Report No. So there may not be any types at all! All the witnesses were mistaken
or lying. Some tremendous unknown civilization is exerting an all-out effort to manufacture thousands of
different types of UFOs and is sending all of them to our planet.
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Operation Trojan Horse is actually better than the zany (but fun) Mothman. Oh, Mothman is also creepy, but goes in a
million directions. OTH is more focused, at least initially, though Keel, once he's established his foundation, does branch
out into areas involving hauntings, demons, little people and myths.

3: John Keel - Why Ufos:Operation Trojan Horse
6 / Operation Trojan Horse up in the military and the government. The age of selfishness turned into 10 I Operation
Trojan Horse John A. Keel. The Secret War. I.

4: Operation Trojan Horse (book) - Wikipedia
Operation Trojan Horse (or UFOs: Operation Trojan Horse) is a book published in by John Keel. The book was reprinted
in with minor additions. It presents the results of Keel's research on UFOs and similar phenomena.

5: John Keel - Wikipedia
John A. Keel (March 25, - July 3, ) was an American journalist and influential UFOlogist best known as the author of
"The Mothman Prophecies." In the s, he spent time in Egypt, India, and the Himalayas investigating snake charming
cults, the Indian rope trick, and the legendary Yeti, an adventure that culminated in the publication.

6: Operation Trojan Horse by John A. Keel (, Paperback, Reprint) | eBay
2 Comments. Hello. I really Loved these notes from Mr. Keel's "screenplay" for OPERATION TROJAN HORSE. I am a
film school graduate () and I grew up in Ashland, Kentucky which is about an hour away from Point Pleasant, W VA.

7: BOOK REVIEW: "Operation Trojan Horse" by John A. Keel | Red Dirt Report
BOOK REVIEW: Operation Trojan Horse by John A. Keel (Anomalist Books) "Our skies have been filled with 'Trojan
horses' throughout history, and like the original Trojan horse, they seem to conceal hostile intent" - John A. Keel,

8: Operation Trojan Horse: The Movie Â« JOHN KEEL
Here are some real gems from John Keel's book UFOs: Operation Trojan Horse. These quotations, taken as a sum,
show the true nature of the phenomenon. The Secret War.

9: Operation Trojan Horse by John A. Keel
operation trojan horse by john a. keel **brand new** Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab.
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